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Outlook for Investment Markets 

Two trends are setting the agenda for asset prices. One is 

the ongoing global economic expansion: Recent data 

suggest the outlook has improved a bit further, and 

equities are likely to continue to benefit. The other, 

however, is the prospect of less supportive monetary 

policy: Major central banks (ex Japan) will not be 

providing the same degree of stimulus as previously, and 

this will continue to weigh on bonds and bondlike assets 

such as property and put a spotlight on equity valuations. 

The central banks will have the biggest effect on the 

assets most in favour during the previous "hunt for yield" 

period. In New Zealand, the strong business cycle rolls 

on, helping growth-sensitive assets, but investors may 

soon start thinking about the outlook beyond the next 18 

months. 

 

New Zealand Cash & Fixed Interest—Review 

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand has kept monetary 

policy unchanged, which means that short-term rates 

have also shown little change, with the 90-day bank bill 

yield showing small day-to-day fluctuations around 2.0% 

(currently 1.95%). Long-term yields have followed 

overseas rates upwards, particularly since late June when 

many markets started to take a more serious view of the 

potential for world monetary policies gradually becoming 

less supportive. The 10-year government bond yield, at 

just under 3.0%, is still 0.4% below where it started the 

year, but a better indication of the trend is the nearly 

0.3% rise since the cyclical low point of 2.7% on June 27. 

The New Zealand dollar has strengthened, particularly in 

the last few days after congressional testimony by the 

chair of the Federal Reserve, Janet Yellen (covered in 

more detail in the International Fixed Interest section). 

The US dollar fell globally as a result, and the NZD rose as 

a collateral beneficiary, with the NZD now up 5.2% for the 

year to date against the USD, at USD 0.733. It has been a 

mixed bag against other currencies, with the NZD down 

against the Australian dollar, the euro, and the UK pound, 

and up against the Japanese yen and the Chinese 

renminbi. On an overall trade-weighted basis, the various 

moves have roughly cancelled each other out, and the 

NZD is marginally (0.5%) higher since the start of the 

year.  

 

New Zealand Cash & Fixed Interest—Outlook 

The just-announced inflation data for the June quarter 

showed that inflation was zero for the quarter and 1.7% 

during the past year. This was a little lower than 

forecasters had expected (they were looking for a 0.2% 

quarterly increase) and lower than the RBNZ itself had 

expected (0.3%). It is possible that inflation running a 

little lower than anticipated might lead the RBNZ to stick 

to its current plan of no interest rate increases until late 

2019: We will get some indication of the bank’s updated 

thinking at its next Monetary Policy Statement on Aug 10. 

Currently, both forecasters and the financial markets do 

not believe the RBNZ will stand pat for as long as the 

bank has said. The futures market, for example, thinks 

there will be two 0.25% increases in the official cash rate 

by the end of next year, which would be a small but 

welcome improvement to returns from the likes of bank 

deposits. 

 

Bond yields look likely to continue tracking US yields. If 

local yields follow the current consensus forecast for the 

US market, they will be some 0.3% higher by the end of 

this year and a further 0.5% higher by the end of 2018, 

when the 10-year yield would then be around 3.8%. That 

would be a challenging environment for overall bond 

returns: If the yield on a 10-year government bond with a 

coupon of 4.5% (the current benchmark issue) goes to 

3.8% from today’s 3.0%, it incurs a capital loss of 6.7%. 

 

Currency forecasting, as ever, is problematic, particularly 

(as we have seen in the past few weeks) when hard-to-

forecast global influences, like the outlook for the US 

dollar, get superimposed on local developments. Recent 

surveys of forecasters and of importing and exporting 
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businesses have leaned towards favouring a gradually 

lower NZD during the next year: If the US Fed sticks to its 

plans of gradually raising US interest rates, and the RBNZ 

sticks to its plans of leaving local rates alone, then a 

lower NZD looks a plausible outcome. It is also worth 

noting that the NZD is currently trading some 3% higher, 

in overall value, than the RBNZ expected for the 

September quarter. While the bank has only a limited 

influence on where the NZD goes, to the extent that it 

can influence matters it is likely to be pushing for a lower 

currency. 

 

New Zealand Property—Review 

The recent history of the S&P/NZX All Real Estate Index is 

a mirror image of global bond yields. The index dropped 

sharply, for example, at the height of the global "Trump 

trade," when bond yields were rising (and expected to 

rise even further) but then made back all the lost ground 

in subsequent months. It wobbled again in the second 

half of June onwards, as markets realised that central 

banks would be removing some monetary stimulus. but 

recovered in recent days in the wake of the Fed 

suggesting it might move more slowly than the markets 

had expected. Overall, the gyrations for the year have left 

the index in slightly positive territory, with a small capital 

gain of 2.0% and a total return of 4.5% (5.1% including 

the value of imputation credits). The outcome was well 

behind the 12.6% with-imputation return from the wider 

share market. 

 

New Zealand Property—Outlook 

The New Zealand listed property sector has the benefit of 

very supportive operating conditions. The economy 

continues to perform robustly, and as Collier’s latest 

(July) monthly research report shows, all sectors (except 

to some degree retail, which is globally facing pressure 

from e-commerce) are doing well. In the office sector, for 

example, “Employment is keeping tenant demand strong 

and high absorption rates are driving rental growth,” to 

the extent that there is now a shortage of stock available 

for sale: “The current difficulty for prospective parties is 

finding flagship offices to purchase, therefore some 

parties are seeking to buy developments off the plans” 

[that is, preconstruction]. 

 

These strong fundamentals have been helping, but as the 

recent history of the index showed, they can only partly 

offset the impact of rising bond yields on the valuation of 

property assets. As brokers Forsyth Barr note (in part of 

the Colliers report), cap rates—the interest rates used to 

value property—are “now well below GFC levels,” having 

followed bond yields down in an era of ultra-easy 

monetary policy, and implying that property prices are 

correspondingly at unusually high levels. With monetary 

policy on the turn, however gradually, rising interest rates 

(including cap rates) will eventually move higher. The 

strong economy will moderate the impact, but further 

underperformance looks likely. 

 

Australian & International Property—Review 

The A-REITs have also been strongly affected by 

investors’ assessment of the outlook for bond yields. For 

the A-REITs, however, the reassessment of relative value 

was particularly brutal in late June and the first half of 

July, when investors finally decided that central banks 

were starting to change course: The S&P/ASX A-REITs 

Index dropped by 12.6% between June 19 and July 12. 

As a result, the index is now showing a year-to-date 

capital loss of 7.2% and an overall loss (including the 

value of dividend income) of 4.9%. 

 

The same events unfolded in global property: a post-

Trump-trade rise in values, a setback in June/July, and an 

improvement in recent days on hopes that the Fed will 

take a minimalist approach to tightening. For the year to 

date, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Index in USD has 

delivered a total net return (including taxed dividends) of 

7.2%. As is to be expected with world bond yields on the 

turn, the sector underperformed the equivalent 12.6% 

return from the MSCI World Index. The key US market 

was effectively unchanged (net return of 0.7%): the 

overall positive return came largely from high demand for 
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emerging-markets property (up 32%), strong performance 

in Asia ex Japan (up 31.4%), and good performance in the 

eurozone (up 16%, with German property up 20.6%). All 

net returns are in USD terms. 

  

Australian & International Property—Outlook 

Further underperformance looks the most likely prospect. 

Although there are wide regional and sectoral variations, 

with New South Wales as a region and offices and 

industrial properties as sectors looking most favoured, as 

a broad summary operating performance is fair rather 

than strong in an economy that is still growing more 

slowly than usual.  

 

The latest (September quarter) ANZ Bank/Property 

Council of Australia survey of the commercial property 

sector showed, for example, that industry confidence, 

while still high by historical standards, fell during the 

quarter. As the Council commented, expectations of slow 

GDP growth played a part—the sector “is not overly 

optimistic about the national economy...the industry has 

an expectation of little economic growth in the 

September quarter”—as have the particular issues facing 

the retail sector. “All jurisdictions [that is, Australian 

states] are reporting a dramatic fall in expectations for 

retail capital growth. This goes beyond any anticipated 

Amazon effect [that is, the imminent arrival of a major e-

retailer]. It is recognition of the continued pressure on 

disposable incomes across Australia, including escalating 

energy prices.”  

 

It does not help that the index is heavily weighted 

towards the out-of-favour big retailers: Scentre and 

Westfield are the two largest components of the index 

and together make up around one third of sector 

performance. Barring some unanticipated pickup in overall 

economic activity, particularly in the pace of retail sales, 

and some positive change in sentiment to brick-and-

mortar retailers, the fundamentals do not look strong 

enough to prevent further vulnerability from the impact of 

rising bond yields. 

 

Global property shares some of the Australian industry’s 

characteristics. The global economy is growing, but only 

at a modest rate by historical standards. It has been 

strong enough to improve operating performance but not 

to buoyant levels. In the global office sector, for example, 

JLL in its latest global report estimates that demand 

conditions have been good but not strong enough to 

outweigh increased supply: “The peak in the office 

development cycle is approaching, with 2017 new 

deliveries expected to be 25% higher than 2016. This 

marks a turning point for global office vacancy rates, 

which are set to move gradually upwards for the rest of 

the year.” 

 

The travails of the retail sector have also weighed on 

performance, though what has been bad news for 

retailing has been excellent news for all the industrial 

properties required to handle e-commerce storage and 

delivery. As Colliers latest report on the US industrial 

sector said, “Following a record-setting 2016, the US 

industrial market held strong in the first quarter of the 

year. Overall net absorption helped drop the vacancy rate 

to an all-time low, while demand kept new development 

solid and pushed asking rental rates to an all-time high.” 

 

With a mixed sectoral outlook, and valuations that look 

expensive—the yield on the global index is a little less 

than 3.8%, which will not be competitive if global bond 

yields rise to the extent currently being forecast—the 

sector is likely to continue to trail the wider equity 

universe. 

  
Global Infrastructure—Review 

Unlike other income-oriented asset classes, global 

infrastructure has thrived despite the prospect of rising 

bond yields. The S&P Global Infrastructure Index did well 

even during the Trump trade period, for example, when 

there had been strong expectations of higher bond yields. 

And even though the sector took a modest hit in recent 

days as central bank tightening has become more 
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obvious, it has since picked up and gone on to new highs. 

For the year to date, the index in USD terms is up 13.6% 

in capital value and up 15.6% in terms of net return 

including taxed dividends. Even at a time when global 

equities themselves were performing strongly, the net 

return from infrastructure has outperformed the MSCI 

World Index by 3% for the year to date. 

 

Global Infrastructure—Outlook 
In hindsight, the attractions of infrastructure are obvious. 

The Trump administration’s high-profile plans for a large 

boost to American infrastructure spending were one 

element. Another has been the "Goldilocks" nature of the 

current global economic cycle, neither too hot (which, via 

higher inflation, would have adversely affected the 

bondlike attributes of infrastructure) nor too cold (which 

would have had an impact on the usage of cyclically 

sensitive infrastructure assets such as airports, 

motorways, and railroads). And although equity investors 

currently appear to be paying little mind to potential risks 

(as shown, for example, by the very low volatility they 

expect to experience from investing in the S&P 500), for 

some investors the semidefensive nature of the sector 

may have been attractive in a year that has had its fair 

share of geopolitical risks. 

 

Can the good run continue? The economic backdrop 

remains favourable: Recent data show that the world 

economy has picked up a bit further, but not to the extent 

that would provoke sharp rises in bond yields, so the 

Goldilocks element is still intact. The political impetus in 

the US, however, appears to be waning: Investors looking 

to quick, large, and effective boosts to American 

infrastructure look likely to be disappointed, given that, at 

the time of writing, one of the other signature Trump 

policies (repeal of the "Obamacare" health insurance 

scheme) appears to have fallen over, and there have to be 

doubts about the political feasibility of the rest of the 

Trump platform. 

 

The recent price rises have also made expensive valuation 

even more of an issue. On Standard and Poor’s estimates, 

the global infrastructure index is trading on an extremely 

expensive 26.6 times historic earnings, and, even 

allowing for upbeat expectations for future profits, it is 

trading on 21.1 times projected earnings. The yield (3.7%) 

is slightly lower than the yield on global property, itself 

generally recognised as an expensive class, and buying 

the shares at current prices means you are paying 2.4 

times their book value.  

 

None of this may yet make a difference if investors 

continue to pile in regardless, and there are some longer-

term trends that favour the sector: There are large 

backlogs of run-down infrastructure to be upgraded in the 

developed world, and of yet to be built infrastructure in 

the developing world. "Asset du jour" buying may take the 

sector even higher, but it is becoming more questionable 

whether it can keep on outperforming other equity 

classes. 

 

Australasian Equities—Review 

New Zealand shares have continued to do well. The local 

market was relatively resilient when global markets 

temporarily weakened in the second half of June and 

early July and has risen further more recently. The 

S&P/NZX 50 Index is up 9.6% for the year to date in 

capital value and up 11.9% in terms of total return (12.6% 

including the value of imputation credits). 

 

Gains for Australian shares, on the other hand, have been 

remarkably modest in a year that has been friendly to 

most equity markets. The S&P/ASX 200 Index is up only 

1.6% in capital value and up 3.8% in total return. The poor 

performance of the A-REITs (covered in more detail 

earlier) has been part of the answer, as has the drag on 

performance from the large weight of the financial sector, 

which for the year to date is down 0.5% in capital value. 

The resources, which had also weighed on performance 

for much of the year, have perked up more recently, and 

are now up 3.7%. Tech stocks, which have been in strong 
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demand globally, have also done well in Australia, with 

the IT sector up 9.1%, and industrials have also recorded 

a substantial 8.4% gain. Consumer-oriented equities have 

had modest gains (consumer staples up 4.9%, 

discretionary spending stocks up 3.2%).  

 

Australasian Equities—Outlook 

Everything still points to a strong New Zealand business 

cycle. The latest business surveys—the "performance 

indices" of manufacturing and services for June, compiled 

by BusinessNZ and the BNZ—show ongoing growth. As 

the BNZ said, “With respect to GDP, the recent results of 

the PSI [the services survey] are obviously supportive of 

ongoing solid expansion. The PMI [the manufacturing one] 

has been saying the same thing, in also running above its 

long-term average. Combined, the PSI and PMI signal an 

above-trend rate of economic expansion through the 

course of the June quarter.” 

 

The suite of surveys conducted by the ANZ Bank are 

showing a similar picture. Their "truckometer," for 

example, measures both heavy-goods traffic and light-

goods traffic on the roads. The July readings from the 

heavy traffic measure, which tends to reflect the current 

state of the economy, suggest that the economy grew by 

a strong 1% in the June quarter. The light traffic measure 

is more a leading indicator, and the ANZ said that “The 

marked return of the strong upward trend in the index 

suggests the economy has regained momentum, 

consistent with our expectation that growth is set to 

reaccelerate above 3% y/y by the end of the year.” The 

ANZ team, in its latest Economic Outlook, pointed to a 

whole range of factors—“terms of trade buoyant, fiscal 

policy is set to turn more expansionary, financial 

conditions supportive, tourism booming, and migration 

strong”—which will keep the near-term expansion going. 

 

The economic outlook is supportive of further gains for the 

New Zealand share market, but future performance may 

not match the scale of recent returns for a variety of 

reasons. The market is effectively priced for perfection: A 

prospective P/E ratio of 20.2 times expected earnings is 

high for a market like New Zealand, which does not have 

a large component of high-growth stocks to support an 

expensive valuation. As with other equity markets, not 

only must corporate performance live up to these 

exacting expectations, but valuations will also be under 

pressure as interest rates eventually rise. And the current 

strong business cycle will need to find another source of 

momentum as the current construction-dominated pace 

of activity eventually cools down. 

 

In Australia, the economy continues to grow, but at a 

slower pace than ideal. Previously the slower than usual 

growth was down to the nonmining economy not growing 

quite quickly enough to make up for the wind-down of the 

resources investment boom: More recently, the slowish 

growth has been down to the cautious household sector 

offsetting more-optimistic spending plans in the business 

sector. 

 

Consumer confidence surveys have been picking up 

household concerns for some time: The latest 

manifestation was in the quarterly survey Roy Morgan 

conducts to find out the most important issues in 

households’ minds. Currently, the most recent survey 

(taken in May, published this month) showed that 

“Economic issues were mentioned by more Australians 

than the next three sets of issues combined,” with 

unemployment, the general state of the economy, and 

housing affordability all high on their radar. 

 

Businesses, on the other hand, are more upbeat. The 

latest (June) National Australia Bank monthly business 

survey, for example, “was another positive one for the 

business sector, indicating further improvement in both 

business conditions and confidence. Business conditions 

rose by a solid 4 points in June, to be at +15 index 

points—back to around pre-GFC levels and well above the 

long-run average.” The NAB team noted that “The 

divergence between the household and business sectors 

continued into June,” and the RBA (as it said in its latest 
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policy meeting minutes) found similar patterns, with 

question marks around the strength of consumer 

spending, whereas “Business surveys had continued to 

suggest that business conditions were above average.” 

 

Unless something emerges to turbocharge the current 

lacklustre business cycle, the Australian equity market is 

likely to continue to underperform overseas equity 

markets. This month’s "Scope" survey of forecasters, for 

example, found distinctly underwhelming expectations for 

share price gains during the year to June 2018: The 

average pick was for a 2.0% gain for the S&P/ASX 200 

Index, to 5833 from 5716. Excluding two very bearish 

views (each seeing the index at 5000 in mid-2018), the 

average forecast improves a bit, to a gain of 4.1%, but 

that would still leave Australian shares adrift of stronger 

returns elsewhere. Much the same result emerged from 

Reuters’ end-June poll of strategists: They expect the 

index to be 6050 by mid-2018, 5.1% up from when the 

poll was taken. Morningstar’s head of equities research, 

Peter Warnes, also has modest expectations, with a base 

view of 5600 at the end of this year, which would be 

down slightly on current levels: By his reckoning, it could 

go as high as 6000 if things were to pan out strongly, but 

equally there is a sizeable downside risk, with 4800 

possible if things work out worse than currently expected. 

Perhaps there will be a circuit-breaker—a spike in 

commodity prices, an unexpected cut in interest rates 

from the RBA, another positive growth surprise in 

China—but otherwise the equity market is missing a 

catalyst for strong price gains.  

 

International Fixed Interest—Review 

Bond yields overseas have risen recently in the US, the 

eurozone, and the UK but have shown little change in 

Japan.  

 

In the US, financial markets have been adjusting to the 

prospect of less supportive monetary policy from the Fed. 

The target range for the federal-funds rate has already 

progressively been raised to its current 1.0%-1.25% (most 

recently on June 14), and the Fed has also said that it will 

soon start running down the large amount of bonds it had 

bought under its quantitative easing programme. As a 

result, the benchmark 10-year US Treasury yield has risen 

to 2.33% from a recent low of 2.14% on June 26. 

 

There has been a larger rise in eurozone bond yields, 

where the European Central Bank has said it has finished 

cutting rates. The minutes of its latest policy decision 

showed that the bank had also considered scaling back 

its programme of bond buying, though in the event it did 

not press the button. The 10-year German government 

bond yield has consequently risen to 0.6% from 0.25% on 

June 26.  

 

It has been the same story in the UK, where previous 

ultrasupportive monetary policy is also being unwound. 

Like the ECB, the Bank of England has not yet fired any 

guns, but it is clearly winding itself up to a decision: The 

most recent decision meeting vote split 5 to 3 to hold 

rates, with the minority wanting an immediate increase. 

The 10-year UK government bond yield has also taken the 

change of tack on board and is up to 1.3% from just more 

than 1.0% on June 26.  

 

Among major markets, only in Japan have bond yields 

have stayed roughly where they were: The Bank of Japan 

is still targetting a zero yield for the 10-year Japanese 

government bond yield, and it is still there or thereabouts 

(0.08%). 

 

For the year to date, global bonds are still showing a 

positive return: the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate 

Index in US dollars is up 4.5% for the year to date. The 

recent rises in rates (and corresponding capital losses) 

have been outweighed by capital gains earlier in the year, 

when bond yields had fallen as the Trump trade 

(expectations of a large and early fiscal stimulus to the 

US economy) had evaporated. 

 

International Fixed Interest—Outlook 
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The recent rises in bond yields have temporarily paused 

owing to a combination of events, but the longer-term 

trend towards higher yields looks intact. 

 

The combination of events comprised a trifecta of 

testimony by Fed chair Yellen and two sets of official 

data, on US inflation and US retail sales. In an appearance 

before a congressional committee on July 12, Yellen said, 

referring to inflation tending to be lower than central 

banks would like, “We’re watching this very closely and 

stand ready to adjust our policy if it appears that the 

inflation undershoot will be persistent.” As it happened, 

the latest (June) US inflation data were published two 

days later and showed that "core" inflation (excluding the 

impact of volatile food and energy prices) was a tad 

softer (0.1% for the month, 1.7% year on year) than 

forecasters had anticipated. Retail sales, also published 

on the 14th, were also softer than expected (a fall for the 

month of 0.2% instead of the small 0.1% increase 

expected). All up, it left the bond markets thinking that 

Fed tightening would be slower and later than previously 

feared and might even be off the agenda altogether. 

 

While not impossible, this appears to be an overly 

optimistic outlook, and it remains more likely that bond 

yields will continue to rise to more normal levels, albeit 

via a very guarded tightening process by central banks. 

 

A variety of indications point to inflation eventually getting 

to where the Fed would like it to be (around 2%) and the 

Fed consequently not needing to keep up the current 

degree of monetary stimulus. In the US bond market, for 

example, comparing the yield on the normal 30-year 

Treasury bond with the yield on its inflation-compensated 

equivalent shows that the bond markets currently expect 

a long-term inflation rate of 1.9%. And US forecasters (in 

the Wall Street Journal’s latest, July, poll) expect inflation 

to average a bit more than 2% in both 2018 and 2019. 

They correspondingly expect that the Fed will keep raising 

the federal-funds rate and that the 10-year US bond yield 

will rise to 2.65% by the end of this year and to 3.1% by 

the end of 2018, up 0.8% from today’s level. 

 

The same process looks to be getting under way in the 

UK and the eurozone, though more slowly. In the UK, as 

its latest split vote showed, the Bank of England is 

already very close to raising rates. In the eurozone, it is a 

bit further away. The latest Reuters poll of economists 

(published on July 14) found that roughly half the 

surveyed forecasters expect that at its September 

meeting the ECB will say it will start to progressively wind 

down its bond-buying programme ("tapering" in the 

current jargon). Another fourth think there will be a one-

off reduction in the monthly volume of bonds it buys. Only 

a fourth think there will be no change to current policy 

settings. Outright interest-rate changes are, however, still 

a long way away: The Reuters panel does not expect an 

interest rate rise until late 2018, and even then it will be a 

marginal increase (an increase of 0.1% in the ECB’s 

deposit rate, which would still leave it at negative 0.3%). 

In the slower-growing eurozone, it will take until 2020 for 

inflation to get all the way back to the ECB’s 2.0% target.  

 

The period of ultralow bond yields and ultrahigh bond 

prices looks to be coming to an end. It may be a slow and 

protracted process, but it is already under way in the US 

and Canada (the Bank of Canada raised rates by 0.25% on 

July 12), is on the near horizon in the UK, and visible but 

still a way off in the eurozone. Barring the potential 

insurance value should some unexpected global market 

calamity emerge from left field, the economic 

fundamentals are running against bond returns. The 

difficulties will be greatest for the sectors most bid up in 

the previous "hunt for yield" days, with high-yield (low 

credit quality) and emerging-markets debt likely to be 

under particular pressure. 

  

International Equities—Review 

After a period in June and early July when equity markets 

had weakened on fears of less-supportive monetary policy 

from a number of central banks, more recently global 
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shares have picked up again as investors have taken a 

more sanguine view of the likely speed and scale of the 

central bank moves. It has also helped that the Chinese 

economy logged faster than expected economic growth in 

the June quarter. 

 

The end result is that world shares have done well, with 

the MSCI World Index up 8.6% for the year to date in the 

currencies of its component markets and by 11.3% in USD 

terms (12.6% on a net-return basis, including taxed 

dividends). NZD investors unfortunately have seen rather 

smaller returns in hand, owing to the 5.2% appreciation of 

the NZD against the USD since the start of the year. 

 

Among developed markets, the US (S&P 500 up 9.8%) 

and the eurozone (Germany’s DAX up 9.6% and France’s 

CAC up 7.6%) have led the way, through Japan (Nikkei up 

5.3%) and the UK (FTSE 100 up 3.7%) have also made 

gains. 

 

These good returns were left trailing by the even stronger 

performance of the emerging markets: The MSCI 

Emerging Markets index was up 21.9% in USD terms. 

Asia (up 22.1%) has been the star region, with eastern 

Europe ex Russia also doing well (up 17.4%). Among the 

key BRIC economies, India did best, up 20.5%, and Brazil 

has recovered somewhat from the impact of corruption 

scandals and is now up 8.3%. There was a small gain of 

2.4% for China’s Shanghai Composite Index, while Russia 

has continued to be held back by the effect of lower 

world oil prices: The FTSE Russia Index was down 9.1% 

for the year to date. 

 

International Equities—Outlook 

In the past couple of weeks, equity markets have been 

boosted by what they saw as the prospect of higher 

interest rates receding: The US Fed would, they thought, 

be likely to hold off on its plans to progressively tighten 

American monetary policy. 

 

It is more likely, however, that the recent slightly weaker 

than expected inflation and retail sales data in the US is 

an aberration set against a generally stronger US and 

world economy. There is certainly little sign of the US 

economy faltering. The very latest reading (the IHS 

Market US Business Outlook survey for June, published 

on July 16), shows quite the reverse: “The net balance of 

firms reporting confidence towards future business 

activity rose from +27% in February to +35% in June. 

This is the highest reading since June 2014, with firms 

citing that sentiment was influenced by opportunities for 

expansion.” 

 

The global version of the survey found an equally positive 

outlook for the world economy: “Global business optimism 

is running at a three-year high with an improved outlook 

for corporate profits, employment, and investment 

intentions underscoring the increasing robustness of the 

economic upturn.”  

 

The same picture emerges from the Economist’s 

compilation of current economic forecasts (those of a 

panel of international economic forecasters and those of 

its own Economist Intelligence Unit). Of the 57 countries 

tracked, only two (Saudi Arabia and Venezuela) are 

expected to experience falls in GDP this year, and only 

one (Venezuela again) is expected to do badly in 2018. 

Every other country will be growing in both years, 

sometimes at very impressive rates, particularly in Asia. 

In 2018, India is expected to grow by 7.6% and China by 

6.3%. 

 

On the plus side, this is a solid prop to corporate profit 

performance. While it is still early days for the current US 

quarterly profits reporting season, the first results suggest 

that companies are beating their expected sales and 

profits targets, and expectations are high for profit growth 

this year (9.6% for the S&P 500 companies) and even 

more so next year (11.6%), according to consensus 

forecasts compiled by US data company FactSet. 
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On the minus side, the strengthening global economy 

means that the monetary policy tightening that equity 

investors have been concerned about is now odds on to 

materialise. Equity markets will be treading a fine line 

between growing profits in a firming global economy, 

which are strongly supportive, and a growing challenge 

from higher interest rates to the current valuation of those 

profits. This will be especially acute in the US, where 

share price valuations are well on the expensive side of 

historical yardsticks. 

 

Also on the minus side, investors have become blasé 

about potential risks and uncertainties. The VIX, the 

measure of how much volatility investors expect from 

holding the S&P 500, has dropped to even lower levels 

than usual. There is some logic to it: World equity 

markets have been on a sustained bull run, and investors 

have come to expect that risks will be steamrolled by the 

momentum of the global cycle. But as the latest (July 11) 

"Weekly Letter" from Merrill Lynch said, “a fearless 

market is one usually feared by seasoned investors. 

Slower-than-expected growth in the US, an overzealous 

Federal Reserve, an unexpected geopolitical event—all of 

these factors could trigger a spike in volatility in the 

months ahead.” 

 

Performance periods unless otherwise stated generally 
refer to periods ended July 17, 2017.  
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